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(updated monthly, data from CrossRef)

High-frequency oscillatory ventilation: A narrative review
Obstructive sleep apnoea in patients with fibrotic diffuse parenchymal lung disease—characterization and
treatment compliance assessment
Basic spirometry testing and interpretation for the primary care provider
Late diagnosis of COVID-19 in a 34-year-old man in a hypercoagulable state: A case report
SingStrong—A singing and breathing retraining intervention for respiratory and other common symptoms
of long COVID: A pilot study
Respiratory therapists: the unnoticed warriors during COVID-19 pandemic in India
Efficacy and safety of an open lung ventilation strategy with staircase recruitment followed by comparison on two
different modes of ventilation, in moderate ARDS in cirrhosis: A pilot randomized trial

Clinical and cardiovascular characteristics from subjects with COVID-19 and viral outbreaks
Association of COVID-19 and other viral infections with interstitial lung diseases, pulmonary fibrosis, and
pulmonary hypertension: A narrative review
Point-of-care ultrasound training for respiratory therapists: A scoping review
Palliative care as an emerging role for respiratory health professionals: Findings from a cross-sectional,
exploratory Canadian survey
Low level laser therapy as a modality to attenuate cytokine storm at multiple levels, enhance recovery, and reduce
the use of ventilators in COVID-19

The following articles have received the most citations:
Year Article
2014 To PAPR or not to PAPR?
2013 Respiratory complications in the postanesthesia care unit: A review of pathophysiological
mechanisms
2015 Race, ethnicity and lung function: A brief history
2015 Endotracheal suctioning practices of nurses and respiratory therapists: How well do they align with
clinical practice guidelines?
2010 Human factors in clinical shift handover communication - Review of reliability and resilience
principles applied to change of shift report
2011 Teamwork, teambuilding and leadership in respiratory and health care
2019 High-frequency oscillatory ventilation: A narrative review
2016 Evidence regarding patient compliance with incentive spirometry interventions after cardiac,
thoracic and abdominal surgeries: A systematic literature review
2009 Orientation and position of the scapula, head and kyphosis thoracic in male patients with COPD
2016 Can an interprofessional tracheostomy team improve weaning to decannulation times? A quality
improvement evaluation
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